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Spline is a gesture, and an articulated and rhythmic
movement of a pencil on paper. It is a line with its own
personality ready to play freely on any scene. This is how
the elements emerge and give life to Spline collection.
The elements of the Spline collection depart from a
metallic structure covered by a rubber-like finish that has
a soft touch. The light shows in an indirect and attractive
way, covering the piece and emerging between its pleats.
artwork showrooms, museums, etc.

Eter is a contemporary
glass pendant lamp,
designed with glass,
chromed steel and uses
a halogen/LED light
source. This combination
brings a touch of light
to any interior space.
Its craftsmanship opens
the door to modernity
as the age-old tradition
of glassblowing comes
to the forefront. The
available finishes are
Transparent, Black, and
White.
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Incorporating Cooper’s industry-leading, patented AccuLED
Optics™ system, the McGraw-Edison Galleon™ LED luminaire
offers a choice of 12 specialized optical distributions, nine
scalable lumen packages, and comes standard with a wide
array of specification grade design features. The luminaire’s
unique optical design allows lumen output and energy
consumption to be customized for
new construction and retrofit projects.
Available in four sizes with a choice of two to ten LED Light
Square configurations, the fixture’s width proportionately
increases as the number of Light Squares increase. The Light
Squares are field-adjustable to reorient the
distribution in 90° increments.
The Galleon LED luminaire’s high quality rugged, die-cast and
extruded aluminium construction is designed to withstand
harsh environments, operating in -40°C to 40°C with a high
ambient 50°C configuration available. The fixture’s housing
and LED Light Squares are IP66-rated and feature a selfcleaning flow-through design. Virtually maintenance-free with a
60,000-hour lifespan, Galleon is designed to provide uniform,
application-tailored illumination for walkways, parking lots,
roadways, building areas, and security lighting applications.
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The unique DimTone solution brings LED lamp dimming to an
exciting new level. With DimTone, the colour temperature is
reduced as the lamp is dimmed; creating a warm ‘sunset’ effect
and a natural, cosy and inviting atmosphere in hotels, bars and
restaurants. Through dimming, further efficiency and energy
savings are offered making it ideal for areas where lights are on
day and night.
This innovative dimming technology facilitates the hospitality
industry’s switch to energy-efficient LED lighting, without any
compromise to guests’ visual comfort and sense of well being.
The DimTone solution can be used with spot lights and is also
adapted for use with bulbs.

